AUTOMATED
EDUCATION
SOFTWARE

SMARTGRADE & QUICKGRADE
Streamline Examination Workflows & Boost Teacher Productivity
The common issue with testing is the amount of time teachers
must dedicate towards test grading, which naturally results in
less teaching time. Our automated grading software places
time back in the hands of educators with its intuitive user
interface and automated grading features. Once a teacher has
tried SmartGrade & QuickGrade for the first time, it will likely
become their go-to grading tool on account of its power and
ease-of-use.
Depending on the task at hand, you may want to create a
quick, custom bubble sheet exam in which case QuickGrade
is the solution you are looking for. On the other hand, a
potential SmartGrade user might prefer uploading classroom
information once, and allowing our software to auto-populate
new bubble sheets with their students information. Both
solutions offer comprehensive test reporting, which will
provide teachers with important insight into the academic
areas their students could improve upon. SmartGrade and
QuickGrade are more than just time-savers, these solutions
can enhance the overall learning experience of an entire
student body.
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Fast, Easy Grading - Print out an answer sheet, along
with your students’ bubble sheets in a matter of seconds.
Once these sheets have been completed, place them on
your scan tray, select scan, and let our grading software
take over.
Thorough Exam Reporting - After grading has been
completed, QuickGrade and SmartGrade will print out an
exam report with a variety of statistics.
Roster Information Saved - Save whole classroom
rosters with our SmartGrade solution.
Auto-Populated Exams - SmartGrade takes previously
saved roster information and populates this data onto
newly printed bubble sheets.
Go Beyond Our Default Bubble Sheet - QuickGrade
allows you to edit the number of students, the number of
questions (up to 100), and the number of answer choices
(2 to 5).
Cloud-Based Solution - This software can be installed,
and maintained from a remote location.
Leverage An Entire Network - Use any HP, Lexmark, or
Ricoh device to access our grading software.

Benefits
Need to create a quick exam? Take the QuickGrade
route. QuickGrade is designed for an instructor who
occasionally conducts examinations and would like to
quickly create a custom bubble sheet exam to distribute
to a class. With its intuitive editing interface, QuickGrade
allows you to alter the number of questions, answer
choices, and test-takers from your nearest multi-function
printer (MFP).
For those thinking long-term, SmartGrade is for you.
SmartGrade would best serve a teacher who administers
tests frequently. Take an entire classroom roster, input
this information, and save it locally to your MFP. Going
forward, SmartGrade will automatically populate each of
your classes stored roster information on each exam.
SmartGrade then generates a CSV export file with the
results of the exam and sends it to the instructor’s email
address.
Zero-in on what’s not working in the classroom. After
each exam, a detailed test report is printed, which
includes analytics such as individual averages, class
performance on certain questions, and much more. Now
instructors can analyze these statistics and hone in on
what specific concepts were not fully grasped by the
class through our comprehensive exam reporting.
More teaching, less grading. With the time saved
through SmartGrade and QuickGrade’s ease-of-use and
high-speed grading features, educators have more time
to provide one-on-one instruction to those students who
are struggling to learn new class material. Some
students require additional help in order to fully
understand lessons, and our grading software
contributes towards making these extra learning
sessions a reality.
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